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Abstract 
The morphology, chemical composition and electronic uniformity of thin-film solution-processed 
optoelectronics are believed to greatly affect device performance and stability. Although scanning 
probe microscopies can address variations on the micron scale, the field of view is still limited to 
well-under the typical device area, as well as the size of extrinsic defects introduced during 
fabrication.  Here, we demonstrate a micron-resolution 2D characterization method with 
millimeter-scale field of view which simultaneously collects photoluminescence spectra, 
photocurrent transients and photovoltage transients. We use this high-resolution morphology 
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mapping to quantify the distribution and strength of the local variation of optoelectronic 
properties in colloidal quantum dot solar cells due to film defects, physical damage and 
contaminants across nearly the entire test device area, and the extent to which these variations 
account for overall performance losses. We find that macroscopic defects have effects that are 
confined to their localized areas, rarely prove fatal for device performance, and are largely not 
responsible for device shunting. Moreover, we show how quantitative analysis based on statistical 
partitioning methods of such data can be used to automate defect identification while identifying 
variations in underlying properties such as mobilities and recombination strengths and the 
mechanisms by which they govern device behavior.   
Introduction 
Considerable attention has been devoted to solution-processed thin film solar cells based on 
perovskites[1–3], colloidal quantum dots (CQDs)[4–6] and organic materials[7–9] in recent years, due 
to their low fabrication and materials costs, lightweight and flexible nature, and potential for new 
applications. As a result, these technologies have experienced improvements in device 
performance, parameter control, cost-effective production methods, and stability, either via 
physical and chemical engineering down to the molecular and atomic scales, or via development 
of new growth and fabrication methods.  
Usually, the efficacy of a new growth or fabrication method is tested and verified through a series 
of measurement performed on devices that are assumed to be uniform in all relevant physical 
parameters (chemical composition, electronic properties, layer thicknesses, etc.), and can be 
categorized by a defined set of parameters under investigation such as transport layer thickness, 
deposition solution concentration, annealing temperature, and so on. The optoelectronic 
properties measured are therefore regarded as a statistical average of similar portions of the active 
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device area. This procedure is sufficient if the device under investigation has a narrow distribution 
for most of the critical physical properties which can, in theory, be guaranteed by careful control 
during a robust deposition process. However, due to the nature of solution-processing techniques, 
micron-scale defects with dimensions greater than the entire thickness of the structure, or lateral 
defects appearing as “streaks” or “ripples” are often observed by eye, with areas that may comprise 
only a small portion of, but extend across the entire, device active area (Figure 1c). Another 
potential source of compositional variation is caused by uneven dispersion of the material 
solutions during deposition which can manifest as color variations in the final film.  
These various sources of inhomogeneity are associated with important but unanswered questions, 
including: what is the magnitude of the direct negative effects, if any, of inhomogeneity on device 
performance metrics, and do the interactions of defective areas with “normal” or non-defect film 
regions cause further decreases in performance? Relatedly, although it is logical to expect a better 
performance from a sample that is visually uniform than from one with visible defects and 
inhomogeneity, experimental results suggest that this may not always be the case. The question of 
if intrinsic nano- and micro-scale physical and/or electronic variation in the device, such as the 
much-studied effects of charge carrier traps[10–13], are more important than the negative effects 
from larger-scale faulty areas caused by accidental damage introduced during the fabrication or 
testing processes remains unaddressed. 
These questions have been partly examined by scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 
measurements[14–21], which can be used to visualize nearly molecular-scale morphological 
inhomogeneities in the active film and compared with conductivity, photocurrent, and work 
function mappings of the film with the same high resolution. For example, conductive-atomic force 
microscopy (cAFM) has been very successful in revealing the strong photocurrent variation 
associated with polycrystalline domains and grain boundaries[15–17], and AFM-IR has been used to 
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 4 
measure spatial absorption inhomogeneity caused by compositional variations that can be 
eliminated by annealing[22,23]. Nonetheless, most SPM methods involve fundamental trade-offs 
between total field of view (FOV) and spatial resolution, and consequently, the mapping is usually 
restricted to less than 10 × 10 𝜇𝑚 in area. Even if multiple measurements are stitched together, 
profiling a small device area of cm2 in extent is extremely impractical. Moreover, the visible defects 
accidentally introduced during fabrication such as dust, agglomerates precipitated during 
solution-processing, and scratches from transfer and testing, usually have dimensions of up to 0.1 
mm. These areas are too large to sample using SPM measurements, and, consequently, their 
properties and effects cannot be probed. In addition, we found that the optoelectronic behaviors 
of devices can have considerable spatial variations on scales larger than 0.1 mm, even if their 
topological profiles, as measured by SPM, are “smooth” across multiple-micron-scale regions, 
meaning these variations cannot be studied using submicron-scale SPM.  
There are a few recent reports of large-area (~ cm2) characterization methods using infrared 
camera imaging that extract thin film optoelectronic device parameters such as quasi-Fermi level 
splitting, carrier mobilities, and carrier lifetimes, based on spectrally-resolved photoluminescence 
(PL)[19] or frequency-dependent photo-response obtained from homodyne and heterodyne lock-in 
carrierographies[24,25]. However, the practical spatial resolution of such methods is limited by the 
camera capabilities, and, compared with scanning optical microscopy, diffraction-limit resolution 
is hard to achieve due to the nature of large-FOV optics. Moreover, such methods are highly reliant 
on the specific carrier physics model used to extract large numbers of parameters, which can result 
in large uncertainties and a lack of straightforward physical interpretations that can be used to 
intuitively predict and assess the qualitative behaviors of the devices during measurements.   
A high-resolution 2D method for mapping optoelectronic properties that can bridge the gap 
between submicron-scale SPM and millimeter-to-centimeter-scale practical device areas is 
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 5 
therefore a critical need for answering questions about the effects of macro-scale defects on device 
performance. This method should provide straightforward and self-contained measurements that 
can both be interpreted both separately and combined to derive more complicated parameters and, 
ideally, require minimal costly advanced instrumentation. As a solution, we developed a system in 
which the resolution is configurable, with the limit set by the focusing of the excitation optics and 
the step-size of a scanning stage down to <1 micron, rather than the radius of an SPM tip or the 
resolution of a camera. Our system can therefore generate mappings of either partial or full devices 
over large areas by scanning the excitation over the active area and simultaneously measuring 
multiple optoelectronic properties of interest. Here, we use this system to measure data collected 
from lead sulfide (PbS) CQD solar cells and use it to analyze the effects of localized macro-scale 
defects on device properties.  
Experiment Configuration 
Our system consists almost entirely of off-the-shelf components already present in most 
optoelectronics labs, as opposed to costly or custom instrumentation. We use a focused pulsed 
laser as the excitation source to probe an optoelectronic device mounted on x-y-z translation 
stages driven by DC motors with sub-micron resolution and centimeter travel ranges. A diagram 
of the experiment setup is shown in Figure 1a. A laser beam is collimated and focused onto the 
sample plane by an infinite-conjugate aspheric lens with an effective focal length (EFL) of 8.0 mm. 
The photoluminescence (PL) signal is then collected by the same objective lens, collimated, 
directed back through a dichroic mirror, and coupled into a multi-mode optical fiber to be analyzed 
by a fiber-coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics NIRQuest512).  
For collection of photocurrent and photovoltage responses, the sample is electrically connected by 
micro-probes to an oscilloscope for transient measurements. A source-meter (Keithley 2400) 
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provides biases, steady-state current-voltage measurements, and shunt resistance, if needed. The 
laser signal is modulated using a function generator with a square wave output of 100-10,000 Hz. 
The modulation frequency is chosen so that the photovoltage and photocurrent transients 
responses have time to recovered in between excitations, while allowing the fastest possible 
sampling rate. The translation stage is programmed to move along a 2D grid with pre-set step sizes 
and dwells at each step, so that PL and electrical measurements can be collected. The resolution 
and range of the system can be varied by using different translation stages, making our system 
adaptable to a wide range of length scales.  
The system is capable of synchronous and aligned measurement of PL spectra, transient 
photocurrent and photovoltage responses, full current-voltage curves, and other optical and 
electronic characteristics that can be probed through optical and/or electronic excitation and 
collection. The focused nature of the laser beam sets the excitation area in the sample to smaller 
than a few microns. Photogenerated carriers in PbS CQD solar cells migrate primarily in the vertical 
direction, due to the sub-micron diffusion lengths[13,26] in PbS CQD films, guaranteeing that the 
electrical response is also collected from within the resolution range set by the excitation area. The 
confocal nature of the collection mechanism further improves the resolution of the PL mapping.  
Once the 2D mappings of the device area are obtained, other critical parameters can be extracted 
from fits to the data such as PL peak intensity and width, photocurrent and photovoltage 
magnitudes and decay times, and carrier mobilities. Combined with thickness profiles, we obtained 
clear images of morphological defect regions and their effects on optoelectronic properties, as well 
as the variation of optoelectronic properties within non-defect regions. By simultaneously 
measuring multiple properties, we were able to elucidate the correlations and interactions 
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between such properties, and thus provide insights into the fundamental carrier dynamics that 
drive and modulate the devices. Additionally, to understand the extent to which a certain defective 
Figure 1 a) Diagram of the multi-modal measurement and data collection system. b) AFM image of 
a 3 × 3 𝜇𝑚2 area of the surface of one of the CQD photovoltaic devices measured, showing a root-
mean-square average local roughness of 2.6 nm. c) Left: Photograph of two of the device active 
areas reported here, defined by circular top contacts of 2.4 mm in diameter, taken through the 
glass substrate (“back”). The device indicated by the orange rectangle is the subject of Figures 2, 3 
and 4 (Device 1), and the device indicated by the green rectangle is the subject of Figure 5 (Device 
2). Right: Photograph of the full substrate containing nine devices taken from the gold side 
(“front”).  d) Diagram of the full device architecture: ITO is the indium tin oxide transparent 
contact, ZnO is the zinc oxide electron transport layer, PbS-I2 / TBAI QD is the PbI2 or TBAI-ligated 
absorbing PbS quantum dot layer, PbS-EDT QD is the ethanedithiol-ligated PbS quantum dot hole 
transport layer, and Au is the gold top contact.  
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 8 
region affects the surroundings and the overall device performance, we artificially introduced a 
continuous large-scale faulty area by subjecting the CQD film to high intensity laser illumination, 
resulting in probable CQD ligand loss and fusion. We then quantified the effects on device metrics 
from both artificial and “natural” defects and compared their properties. 
zzzThe step size in our CQD solar cell experiments was set to 10-50 𝜇𝑚 based on the required 
resolution and scanning time, and the number of grid points was set to 103-104, corresponding to 
complete image sizes as large as 2 × 2 𝑚𝑚2, covering a substantial fraction of a single solar cell 
device (typical area of ~3-5 mm2). Higher resolution and image sizes are also achievable as long as 
sufficient collection time is allowed. The single-point exposure and collection times for different 
types of measurements are summarized in Table S1. For the PL measurements, we collected a 
spectrum covering 1100 nm to 1700 nm in wavelength for each point, which was then fit to a dual-
Gaussian distribution to account for emission from both the core and secondary states[27,28]. As a 
result, PL peak intensity, peak width and integrated peak intensity are generated for the core 
emission and secondary emission states at each film location. The photocurrent transient signals 
are captured by applying a zero or reverse bias to the device, creating voltage signals across the 
shunt resistor which are then processed by the oscilloscope. The data consists of time curves, from 
which the magnitudes and the time constants of the exponential decays can be extracted from fits. 
To collect photovoltage signals, we set the open circuit voltage (VOC) of the device by applying a 
constant laser excitation background and a modulated pulsed component that creates an 
approximately 100 mV additional signal. The photovoltage data is collected by connecting the 
device to the oscilloscope in an open circuit configuration. The data is then processed to produce 
2D maps of both background photovoltage (V) and pulsed photovoltage (ΔV) magnitudes, as well 
as the pulsed photovoltage decay time constant. 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
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 9 
We illustrate our spatial measurement method on CQD solar cells employing the current standard 
device architectures in the field[4,5]. Briefly, the structure consists of a transparent indium tin oxide 
(ITO) electrode coated on a glass substrate, a spin-cast ZnO electron transport layer, a solution-
phase exchanged PbI2 or solid-state exchanged tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI)-treated PbS 
CQD active layer, an ethanedithiol (EDT)-treated PbS CQD hole transport layer, and an evaporated 
Au electrode. A device photograph taken through the transparent glass is shown in Figure 1c, and 
a diagram of the device structure is shown in Figure 1d. Measurements of the two devices indicated 
by colored rectangles in the photograph are described in the following sections. All measurements 
were conducted in air, due to the excellent air-stability demonstrated by the devices of interest, 
although a nitrogen-flow environment could be incorporated into the system, if necessary.  
Figure 2 shows the results of PL mapping of the device in the orange square of Figure 1c (Device 1, 
TBAI-PbS). This particular device was employed because it has a surface profile with more 
topological variations than a typical device in order to demonstrate the effects on device behavior 
of a variety of defect types. The color scale of the PL map in Figure 2a denotes the peak intensity of 
the core emission state, determined from fitting the spectrum at each point, as described in the 
previous section. Two example PL spectra corresponding to two different locations in the image 
are shown in Figure 2b. The location with lower PL intensity has a dramatically red-shifted and 
slightly broadened PL spectrum compared to a typical location in the map, which is posited to 
result from CQD fusion due to excessive heating or ablation from the focused laser beam. Defects 
of this type can be identified in the mapping of the secondary PL peak intensity and are associated 
with large-intensity longer-wavelength peaks in the dual-Gaussian fitting, as shown in Figure 2b.  
In order to account for differences in PL intensity due purely to differences in film thickness, we 
measured the height of the same device area using 3D scanning confocal microscopy. The original 
height map contains several spikes of much greater height than the majority of the sampled area, 
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potentially associated with CQD aggregates deposited during the film fabrication process, which 
limited the visual dynamic range of the height map. We therefore chose to compare the PL intensity 
map with the relative emissivity derived from height map. PL intensity is a function of the 
emissivity and the PL quantum yield (PLQY) of the thin film. If we first treat the PLQY and 
absorption coefficient as effective averages over the entire sampled area, we can obtain the relative 
emissivity mapping of the CQD film from the height map, which is given by −𝐶e−𝛼ℎ, where 𝛼 is the 
average absorption coefficient of the PbS CQD film at the excitation wavelength, h is the sample 
height, and C is a constant that accounts for the offset of the thickness from zero and other factors. 
The differences in the relative emissivity map are therefore a measure of the contributions to the 
PL that originate only from thickness variation. The result is shown in Figure 2d, and it suggests a 
strong correlation between emissivity and PL core peak intensity, implying that most of the strong 
variation in the PL is caused by the variations in the thickness of the CQD film. On the other hand, 
subtle deviations from this correlation can reveal different properties of the underlying areas. For 
example, the highest amplitude regions in the emissivity mapping (saturated in color) have the 
strongest PL intensities, but their contrast with the surrounding areas is not as large in the PL map 
as in the emissivity map. This suggests that these anomalous thick spots have lower PLQY, possibly 
due to agglomeration and increased CQD size variation. 
Another region with lower PL intensity than expected from its emissivity is circled and labeled 
Region “A” in Figure 2a.  This region is smooth on a local scale, with roughness on the order of 2.6 
nm rms, as measured via AFM for a small typical device area (Figure 1b). The lower PLQY here is 
potentially associated with efficient exciton dissociation and higher carrier mobilities, as opposed 
to defects resulting from CQD fusion, for which additional evidence can be found in the 
photocurrent and photovoltage maps shown in Figure 2. The region labeled “B” located at the 
bottom right corner of Figure 2a has higher PL intensity than expected from its emissivity, which 
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could potentially result from a higher absorption rate and anomalous non-radiative recombination 
properties, as will be discussed later.  
Another important factor that could result in PL intensities that deviate from the emissivity 
estimates is the effect of multi-layer thin-thin film interference (Fabry-Perot) effects. Our device 
Figure 2 a) Peak intensity map of the PL core state emission. The properties of regions A and B are 
described in the text. b) PL spectra from two example locations marked with crosses in panel a. c) 
Peak intensity map of the secondary PL peak emission. Defects caused by intentional laser heating 
appear as spots with warmer colors and are indicated by triangles. d) Relative emissivity map of 
the same area as in panel a.  
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structure consists of a stack of thin films (Figure 1d) with thicknesses on the order of the optical 
wavelengths of interest and long-scale thickness variations of approximately 10-20 nm, as 
commonly measured by cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy. We calculated the effect 
that thickness variations of this scale should have on the active layer absorption using the Transfer 
matrix method (TMM)[29,30] and show the results in Figure S1. We found that the wavelength-
dependent absorptivity of the active layer can vary by up to 20% at the laser excitation 
wavelengths (450-650 nm) used in our experiments. Interference effects can therefore be 
responsible for similar-scale variations in photo-induced responses such as photocurrents and 
photovoltages. 
Photocurrent and photovoltage measurement results from the same device are summarized in 
Figure 3. The results proved to be stable under repetitive measurements over hours-long intervals, 
and the integration time only affects the signal-to-noise ratio (Figure S2). Spatial alignment 
between the maps is guaranteed by the simultaneous collection of all measurements at each point. 
Photocurrent and photovoltage are excited using square wave laser modulation of 2-10 kHz and 
0.5 to 5 kHz, respectively. Figure 3a shows a map of the amplitude of the transient photocurrent at 
short circuit conditions, and Figure 3b shows a map of the time constant extracted from the same 
measurement. The spatial variation in the photocurrent amplitude can be larger than 30% of its 
mean value, even within the regions that are relatively flat and smooth as measured by their PL 
intensity and emissivity mapping. This suggests that factors other than the presence of 
macroscopic film defects, such as energy band alignment, recombination center density, and thin 
film interference effects can vary widely across the device and affect current extraction capabilities, 
even in a film that appears morphologically uniform. Figure 3d shows a histogram of the 
photocurrent amplitudes from the entire scanned area, indicating that device current could 
theoretically be improved by at least 10% if the entire device had the average intrinsic film quality 
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of the highest photocurrent regions (Regions A and B in Figure 3a). This improvement could be 
even greater if the local variance in the photocurrent was reduced. 
An example photocurrent trace for a specific point is shown in Figure 3c. The time signal can be 
well fit to a single exponential function to yield a time constant, which is closely related to the 
transit time, 𝜏, of photogenerated carriers across the entire device. We verified that the RC time 
Figure 3 Simultaneous photocurrent and photovoltage mapping of a CQD solar cell device (Device 
1). Regions A and B indicate the same locations as in Figure 2.  a) Photocurrent amplitude map. b) 
Electronic transit time map derived from the time decay of the photocurrent. c) Representative 
photocurrent time trace from a single measurement point fit to a single exponential function. d) 
Histogram of photocurrent amplitudes of the entire area shown in a. The mean photocurrent of 
Areas A and B is also indicated.  e) Background photovoltage map. f) Pulsed photovoltage map (ΔV). 
g) Pulsed photovoltage decay time, extracted from an exponential fit. 
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constant[31] associated with the parasitic capacitance of the devices as well as the external 
resistance, is much smaller (Figure S3) than the time scale being investigated, so it should not 
interfere with the transient measurements. We also tested the effect of introducing a constant 
background (DC) white light bias to our devices during photocurrent transient measurements 
(Figure S4). The spatial distributions of the current component from excitation with the laser only and 
with both the laser and DC white light bias are similar. However, the current component from the laser 
excitation in the presence of the white light bias is smaller overall than in the case without the bias. This 
indicates the presence of a potential photocurrent saturation effect under higher background illumination 
intensities. Comparison of the two maps can also enable the identification of regions that out-perform 
(for example, area B marked in Figure S4) or under-perform (area A marked in Figure S4) in terms of 
current generation compared to the surrounding areas.  
By extracting transit times at different reverse biases, we can calculate the carrier mobility, 𝜇 ,  
using the relation: 
𝑑2
𝜏
= 𝜇(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑏𝑖), where d is the device thickness, V is the applied bias, and Vbi is 
the built-in potential.  The transit time map in Figure 3b is much noisier than the photocurrent 
amplitude map, due to the uncertainty in the fits of the time traces. Nonetheless, differences across 
the sample can still be discerned; for example, a vertical strip on the left side of the image has faster 
transit times than the sample average. This area also displays high average photocurrent, labeled 
in Figure 3a, implying that slightly faster (~10%) carrier extraction may increase photocarrier 
collection at a superlinear rate (~20-30%). We also probed spatial variations in photocurrent 
collection by using the assumption of complete carrier extraction at sufficient reverse bias to 
produce internal quantum efficiency (IQE) maps at short circuit (Figure S6).  
The photovoltage amplitude measurements are divided into two different components, a 
“background” voltage generated by a constant laser bias and a “pulsed” component due to the 
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addition of a modulated laser pulse on top of the background bias. Maps of the two components 
are shown in Figure 3e and f, respectively. Figure 3f shows the decay time constant of the pulsed 
photovoltage, extracted in the same manner as the transit time in the photocurrent measurements. 
Higher regions in the background photovoltage maps coincide with regions of higher photocurrent 
as would be expected from the relationship 𝑉𝑂𝐶 ∝ 𝑘𝑇 ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
, where 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 is the photogenerated 
current density and 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) is the recombination current density at zero bias. This observation 
does not contradict the well-accepted trade-off between short circuit current density (𝐽𝑆𝐶) and 𝑉𝑂𝐶 
for CQD solar cells with increasing thickness of the active layer beyond some optimum, in which 
𝐽𝑆𝐶  is improved due to increased total absorption that also induces higher recombination current 
that can outpace increases in 𝐽𝑆𝐶 . In the case highlighted in Figure 3a, the high 𝐽𝑆𝐶  of the two 
example regions is likely due to better carrier extraction or higher absorption rates associated with  
lower average 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 or higher average 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 that can benefit both 𝐽𝑆𝐶  and 𝑉𝑂𝐶.  The effect is not due to 
large average film thickness, as confirmed by the PL and height maps.  
Comparisons between the background and pulsed photovoltage maps reveal an interesting effect: 
the regions with high background photovoltage are almost always associated with lower pulsed 
photovoltage. This trend is not affected by the magnitude of the constant background laser 
excitation (or the overall VOC magnitude) for a given device. Here we propose some possible origins 
of this 𝑉𝑂𝐶  saturation effect at higher excitation levels. Consider the simple case, where the 
recombination current 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 and open circuit voltage 𝑉𝑂𝐶 is determined by 
 
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) exp(
𝑞𝑉
𝑛𝑘𝑇
) 
Equation (1) 
 
𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
 
Equation (2) 
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where  𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛  is the carrier generation current and is only dependent on the absorption of the 
material and the thickness of the active layer and is strictly proportional to the incident photon 
flux. Suppose that during the pulsed excitation, the total incident photon flux is 1+c of the 
background, then we have 
 and Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶  should be independent of 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛, 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 , or 𝑉𝑂𝐶  themselves. The fact that our observations 
diverge from this behavior implies that the carrier recombination must be increasing faster in the 
regions with higher 𝑉𝑂𝐶, or faster across the device overall, than predicted by a single exponential 
relationship at higher applied biases relative to the case at lower biases.  Several hypotheses for 
the origins of this behavior include (1) regions with differing values of VOC have different dominant 
recombination types, which can be quantified as different ideality factors (n) in the expression 
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) exp(𝑞𝑉 𝑛𝑘𝑇⁄ ), so that although lower values of 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0𝑉) in certain regions  lead to 
higher VOC in those regions, the increment, ΔVOC, with additional JGen is actually smaller when 
radiative recombination processes are dominant (n=1) than when Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination processes are dominant (n=2). This is a common characteristic of higher-quality 
optoelectronic films. Another possibility is that (2) given the larger quasi-Fermi-level splitting in 
all areas with higher JGen, the occurrence of multi-exciton recombination events with rates that 
depend on higher powers of the product of carrier concentrations - such as Auger recombination 
and bi-exciton radiative recombination - are greatly increased, resulting in smaller Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 needed to 
compensate the additional JGen. Moreover, there could be (3) an energy-dependent trap state 
density distribution that leads to a varying numbers of activated trap states available for 
recombination under different quasi-Fermi-level splittings. This effect could cause a faster or 
 
Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
(ln
(1 + 𝑐)𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
− ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
) =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
ln(1 + 𝑐) Equation (3) 
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slower growth in JRec, which could either aggravate the VOC saturation effect in addition to (1) and 
(2), or alleviate it, depending on the exact trap state distribution and VOC regime.   
We note that the Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 generated in region B is lower than that in region A. Given that both areas 
have comparable photocurrents and background photovoltages, one possible explanation is that 
region B has higher 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 due to a higher absorption rate, and therefore higher 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) that limits 
𝐽𝑆𝐶  as 𝐽𝑆𝐶 = 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 − 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V). In this case, region B has higher carrier concentration and a higher 
recombination rate than region A at a certain 𝑉𝑂𝐶, which causes it to approach 𝑉𝑂𝐶  saturation faster 
and results in lower Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶. Moreover, the JRec (0V) can be considered as a measure of the magnitude 
of the recombination rate associated with carrier accumulation caused by strong illumination and 
can be estimated by taking the derivative of the photocurrent with respect to voltage, which is the 
shunt conductance. We show a shunt conductance map for a test device produced by measuring I-
V curves near zero bias in Figure S5. 
A spatial map of the Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 time decay is shown in Figure 3g. The time constant associated with this 
process is usually taken as an indicator of recombination lifetime [32–34]. Compared with the 
background 𝑉𝑂𝐶  map in Figure 3e, the regions with faster recombination coincide closely with 
those of higher background 𝑉𝑂𝐶 . This observation is in accordance with the voltage saturation 
explained above, as an increased quasi-Fermi level splitting can accelerate recombination by either 
increasing the incidence of processes that depend on carrier concentration or by activating the 
large shallow trap state densities closer to the band edges. We note that region B has a similar 
recombination lifetime as region A, which implies that the higher recombination rate associated 
with B is not necessarily due to higher trap state densities but is more likely caused by the overall 
higher carrier concentration in this region. In general, 𝑅 ∝
1
𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐
× 𝑛, where R is the recombination 
rate, 𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐  is the recombination lifetime, n is the carrier concentration, and 𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐  could be 
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concentration-dependent depending on the dominant type of recombination. We also note that our 
method is capable of determining parameters such as the spatial variations in the open circuit 
voltage deficit by relating the PL and 𝑉𝑂𝐶  (Figure S6). 
As Figure 3 illustrates, the full device area contains several regions that differ significantly in their 
optoelectronic properties. These regions are of 0.1-1 mm in extent, and the entire device area can 
be simply partitioned into a set of these regions. In the previous discussion, we manually identified 
two unique regions (A and B) and associated their PL, transient photovoltage and transient 
photocurrent behaviors with their underlying physical properties. In order for our method to be 
implemented as part of a large-scale characterization protocol, it will ultimately be necessary to 
automate the process of defect identification and classification. Therefore, as a next step, we sought 
a more automated method to identify and classify spatial regions based on analysis of multiple 2D 
maps. We used k-means clustering, a standard statistical partitioning method commonly employed 
by machine learning algorithms, for this purpose[32,33]. This method treats the observations as n 
points in a p-dimensional space and partitions all points into k clusters such that that each point 
lies in the cluster with the nearest mean, or equivalently, the smallest variance in distances. In our 
implementation, we have a set of observations with n equal to the total number of measurement 
points in the 2D maps, each containing p measured quantities such as PL, transient photovoltage 
and transient photocurrent amplitudes and time constants. We use the k-means method to group 
all n points into k clusters, within which the points can be considered to have the most similar 
optoelectronic properties. Depending on the choice of k, we can thus automatically classify large 
or small regions by their properties. 
Here we use transient photocurrent amplitude, background photovoltage amplitude and pulsed 
photovoltage amplitude to construct a 3-dimensional space (p = 3). A normalization factor is 
applied in our model to compensate for the dissimilar units and orders of magnitude among the 
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three quantities. Our clustered map results are shown in Figure 4. We first applied the k-means 
method individually to the background photovoltage (Fig. 4a) and pulsed photovoltage (Fig. 4b) 
Figure 4 Voltage and current maps with the k-means clustering results for Device 1. a) Clustered 
map of background photovoltage amplitude (k=4, p = 1). b) Clustered map of pulsed photovoltage 
amplitude (k=4, p = 1). In (a) and (b), different clusters are ordered and color-labeled based on 
the magnitudes of VOC and ΔVOC within each cluster. c) Clustered map of both background and 
pulsed photovoltage amplitudes (k=5, p = 2). The defect region is indicated with a red contour. d) 
Clustered map of photocurrent, background photovoltage, and pulsed photovoltage amplitudes 
(k=5, p = 3). In (c) and (d), the clusters are colored in a manner that approximately associates 
higher-performing areas with lighter (more yellow) colors. Due to the multi-dimensionality of the 
data and the semi-arbitrary number of clusters imposed, there is no exact quantitative association 
between the cluster number and film performance.  
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observations such that both were treated as 1-dimensional spaces. We set the total number of 
clusters (k) to 6. The clustered maps show a clear resemblance to the maps of the full parameters. 
Figure 4c shows the results of clustering both background and pulsed photovoltage amplitude as 
a 2-dimensional dataset (p = 2). Here, most areas display a similar pattern as in the k = 1 maps, 
with the notable exception of a distinct central region (in dark blue). This region displays both low 
background voltage and low pulsed photovoltage amplitude, and was intentionally created by 
excessive laser heating and ablation. The defective region at the same location is also identified in 
Figure 2c.  
Figure 4d shows the results of clustering both photovoltages and photocurrent amplitudes as a 3-
dimensional dataset (p = 3). As parameters are added to the clustered space, the maps become 
richer in features, and associations between the different variables are revealed. Specifically, the 
most inferior regions in terms of overall photocurrent and photovoltage generation are identified 
with bluer colors, while regions of higher quality are yellow and orange in color. This analysis is 
the first step in building an automatic defect identification protocol, in which device regions with 
specific properties as classified by their cluster type and could potentially be flagged for either 
electronic isolation or repair.  Additionally, this analysis can form the basis of a training dataset for 
machine learning algorithms to potentially uncover additional correlations and discover new 
nanoscale physics. 
In order to test the significance of our findings and interrogate device-to-device variations, we 
applied the characterization method to another device (Device 2, TBAI-PbS) with the same solar 
cell materials architecture and found that, despite having similar macroscopic figures of merits (JSC, 
VOC, PCE), the spatial variation of properties can be notably different across similar-performing 
devices. In Figure 5a-d, we show 2D maps of core state PL intensity, photovoltages and 
photocurrent magnitudes. The maps reveal that Device 2 has slightly less spatial variation in its 
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optoelectronic properties than to Device 1. The scanned area of Device 2 has a standard deviation 
in its photocurrent amplitude (Figure 5b) of 𝜎2 = 0.051𝜇2, where 𝜇2 is the Device 2 sample mean. 
This is a much smaller photocurrent variation than that measured for Device 1 (𝜎1 = 0.105𝜇1) and 
indicates that the effective photocurrent loss from sub-optimal regions in Device 2 is reduced by 
roughly a factor of 2 (0.105/0.051 = 2.06) compared to Device 1, given the similar distributions of 
the photocurrent histograms.  
Additional tests of uniformity were conducted on a solar cell device (Device S1) employing an 
absorbing layer with solution-phase-exchanged PbI2-based passivation that was deposited in a 
single step, rather than a layer-by-layer process. Figure S5a-b contains a short circuit current 
amplitude map and histogram for Device S1. It can be seen from the histogram that the 
photocurrent amplitude distribution is even narrower than that of Device 2 with 𝜎𝑆1 = 0.037𝜇𝑆1. 
Additionally, the difference between the mean of the “optimal” regions, marked by rectangles in 
Figure S5a and indicated by a red line in Figure S5b, and the entire sample mean is 0.03𝜇𝑆1, much 
smaller than the equivalent difference in Device 1 (Figure 3d). This evidence is further justification 
for the general trend of employing solution-phase ligand exchange methods in CQD solar cells. It 
provides an explanation for the improved device performance that the solution-phase ligand 
exchange process facilitates: this method leads to an “electronically smoother” film with less 
spatial variation in its photocurrent generation potential and therefore less impact from low-
current regions.  
Other differences can be observed in the behavior of Devices 1 and 2, as well. The apparent anti-
correlation between the background VOC and transient pulsed VOC that was observed for Device 1 
is mostly absent in Device 2, as can be seen in Figure 5c-d. Instead, most sub-regions in Device 2 
have either no significant correlation or a slight positive correlation between the background and 
pulsed VOC. Based on the previous discussion, the absence of a photovoltage saturation effect across 
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most of Device 2 indicates that the electronic trap state densities are likely distributed to favor  
non-accelerating recombination rates when VOC is increased due to higher illumination levels.  
To further investigate this behavior, we tested another PbI2–passivated device (Device S2). Device 
S2 displays evidence of an anti-correlation between the background and pulsed VOC associated with 
VOC saturation, similar to Device 1 (Figure S6a-b). In fact, the majority of the devices that we have 
tested exhibit this anti-correlation between the two VOC components, regardless of the passivation 
or fabrication method employed for the absorbing layer.  This appears to be a common feature of 
iodine-, or, more generally, halide-passivated PbS CQD films and could be due to the nature of the 
mid-gap or interface recombination processes associated with these materials. Exceptions such as 
Device 2, therefore, could provide critical insight into the fundamental origins of this behavior. 
Although these mechanisms are still under investigation, it is clear that devices in which the VOC 
increases at high rates with illumination intensity are good candidates for applications requiring 
high power output, such as concentrated PV, even if this behavior is not necessarily beneficial for 
device performance under normal operating conditions. Our method, therefore, could be used as a 
diagnostic tool for identifying promising devices and device architectures for high-power or 
concentrator applications. We summarize the observed correlations between all of the primary 
observables that we have reported on so far in Table S2, in order to provide a concise guide to the 
insights obtained by our simultaneous mapping method.  
We also produced carrier mobility maps for Device 2, based on the extraction of carrier transit 
times for a series of reverse biases. Figure 5e shows the relationship between the transit times and 
reverse biases for a random choice of points within the measurement area. The full 2D mobility 
map is shown in Figure 5f. It is marked with a purple outline to indicate that it represents a quantity 
derived from two or more direct measurements; Figures S5e and S6d are similarly marked. The 
range of measured mobilities within the map is in good agreement with hole mobilities measured 
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for CQD solar cells from previous reports [10,13,26,37] of ~10−4 cm2V−1s−1 . We measured an 
approximately 50% variation in the mobility across the device area, with no apparent correlation 
with the variation in photocurrent and photovoltage. This implies that carrier mobility is a 
relatively uniform property within a CQD film and supports the theory that it is primarily 
determined by microscopic characteristics such as ligand character and electronic trap state 
density rather than macroscopic features associated with fabrication and handling defects. 
Finally, we intentionally introduced a macroscopic defect in order to isolate the effects of a single 
macroscopic defect on device performance. Figure 5g-i show the photocurrent map and current 
density-voltage characteristics for Device 3 (PbI2-PbS), in which a square area corresponding to 
roughly 25% of the total device area was irradiated by high-intensity laser illumination. This type  
f irradiation is expected to lead to strong local heating and consequent ligand loss and CQD fusion 
Figure 5 Device 2 (a-f) and Device 3 (g-i) maps and statistics. Device 2 figures of Merits: JSC = 
20.7 mA/cm2, VOC = 0.57 V, FF = 0.53, PCE = 6.3%.  a) Core state photoluminescence intensity map. 
b) Transient photocurrent amplitude map. c) Background transient photovoltage amplitude map.  
d) Pulsed transient photovoltage amplitude map. e) Charge carrier transit time extracted from 
transient photocurrent measurements as a function of reverse bias, from 100 random points 
within the same area. f) Carrier mobility map obtained from the transient photocurrent 
measurements. g) Core state photoluminescence intensity map for a device (Device 3) that was 
intentionally damaged via high intensity laser irradiation in the upper right corner, indicated by 
the black region. h) Photocurrent amplitude map for Device 3.  i) Solar cell figures of merits for the 
entirety of Device 3 before and after the intentional laser irradiation-induced damage. Maps of 
multiple parameters (PL, ISC, VOC) for solar cells with higher initial power conversion efficiencies 
(PbI2-PbS) are shown in Figure S4-S6. 
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and oxidation. The severity of the damage can be seen by eye in the photograph in Figure 1c. The 
photocurrent generation capability is completely destroyed in the damaged area; however, it 
remains active outside of the immediate vicinity of the defective area, with almost no apparent 
transition region in between. J-V testing revealed that there was a decrease in the total device short  
circuit current proportional to the area of the damage after irradiation, with no obvious impact on 
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Associated Derived 
Parameters 
Associated 
Figures in This 
Report 
Related Materials 
and Device 
Properties 
1. Steady-state photo-
luminescence (PL) 
spectra 
Primary and 
secondary peak 
intensity, width, 
wavelength 
Emissivity, PL 
quantum efficiency, 
VOC deficit (with 3) 
2a-d; 5a, g; S2 Film absorptivity, 
extent of CQD 
agglomeration or 
fusion, presence and 
distribution of 
emissive sub-
bandgap states  
2. Transient 
photocurrent 
Photocurrent 
amplitude and 
carrier transit time, 
as a function of 
light and electronic 
bias 
Carrier mobility, 
electronic trap state 
density (with 3) 
3a-d; 4d; 5b, e, f, 
h; S2; S3a; S4; 
Electronic transport 
mechanisms, carrier 
diffusion lengths, 
electronic trap state 
distribution, device 
capacitance, 
depletion width 
3. Transient 
photovoltage 
Background and 
pulsed 
photovoltage 
amplitude, pulsed 
photovoltage decay 
time, as a function 
of light bias 
Recombination 
lifetime, VOC deficit 
(with 1), electronic 
trap state density 
(with 2) 
3e-g; 4; 5c-d; 
S6a, b, d 
Electronic trap state 
distribution, 
recombination 
mechanisms, quasi-
Fermi level splitting 
and saturation 
4. Current-voltage 
characteristics 
Current as a 
function of voltage 
(including JSC, JMPP, 
VOC, VMPP), shunt 
conductance, series 
resistance, fill 
factor 
Internal quantum 
efficiency 
5i; S5 Solar cell figures of 
merit, built-in 
potential, 
recombination 
mechanisms 
 Table 1  Summary of direct measurements that can be made by our instrument with their 
associated 2D maps, potential derived parameters, associated figures in this report, and a partial 
list of related materials and device properties. 
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the overall device FF and 𝑉𝑂𝐶 . This is a promising result in terms of device robustness and implies 
that macroscopic defects of this type, if spatially confined, are not fatal for device performance.  
Further, this suggests that cases of complete device failure, manifested, for example, as high shunt 
conductance, do not originate from conducting pathways of limited area associated with defects, 
but instead are more likely due to band alignment issues arising from unfavorable film 
compositions, which can still present as morphologically smooth structures. 
We note that the measurements presented here represent only a small fraction of the capabilities 
of our system. A range of other measurements, including light-bias dependent performance, full 
current-voltage curves, VOC deficit (quasi-Fermi Level splitting), and maps of parameters related to 
quantum efficiency are contained in Supporting Information Figures S4-S6, and analyzed in the 
discussion of Figure 5. Table 1 summarizes the specific observables that we can measure using our 
method, the relationships between the measurement observables and parameters that can be 
derived from them, and the underlying device and materials properties that can be extracted from 
the measurements. We note that this is only a partial list relevant to the discussion in this report.  
Although some of the individual properties, such as photoluminescence intensity or transient 
photocurrent amplitude, can be obtained with existing methods including the ones discussed in 
the introduction, the uniqueness of our method lies in the combinations and interactions of a rich 
set of multi-dimensional data enabled by our simultaneous measurement technique. Our 
technique allows for the extraction and analysis of more advanced physical quantities, such as 2D 
carrier mobility, quantum efficiency, and, potentially, electronic trap state density. Moreover, we 
achieve a 2D resolution and range that are not accessible to other methods, allowing for the 
correlation of multiple device parameters across large areas that shed light on both micron-scale 
optoelectronic materials behavior and millimeter-scale device behavior.  We expect our method to 
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yield additional compositional and optoelectronic insights in the future due to the large variety of 
simultaneous optical and electronic measurements that our system is capable of collecting. 
Additionally, there are a number of promising analysis techniques from disparate fields concerned 
with large datasets that we plan to apply to our multi-modal data. These include recursive 
partitioning methods such as the “random forest” approach[38] that have been used for prediction, 
classification and correlation assessment in multiple scientific fields,[39] as well as regression, 
cross-correlation, and supervised learning algorithms.[40] 
Conclusions 
We demonstrated a multi-modal spatial mapping system for optoelectronic material properties 
and used it to investigate local defects in PbS CQD photovoltaic thin films and their effect on device 
behavior.  Although the hardware requirements of our system are minimal, the method produces 
rich, correlated, and spatially-resolved information on photoluminescence, transient photocurrent, 
and transient photovoltage, along with derived properties such as carrier lifetimes and mobilities. 
Here, we analyzed the correlations between these measurements to gain both qualitative and 
quantitative understanding of the interplay between film absorption, carrier density and 
recombination strength. We generated a carrier mobility map based on transient photocurrent 
measurements, which revealed that average mobility across large areas, specifically, is unaffected 
by complicated spatial variations in other macroscopic properties, and, therefore, that strategies 
to increase mobility should focus on microscopic engineering of the nanoparticle films.  
In addition, by analyzing both random and intentionally-introduced film variations, we found that 
the morphological defects introduced during the CQD film fabrication process have an impact that 
is limited to their close vicinity, and, therefore, are not fatal for device performance. These findings 
validate the common strategy of using characterization techniques that essentially average over 
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the entire area of a device. We also provide evidence that device failures, which are usually 
ascribed to localized electronic shunt pathways, are more likely the result of microscale electronic 
variations in parameters such as energy band alignments. On the other hand, we found large spatial 
variations in critical device properties such as photocurrent density in areas where other 
properties appear uniform, suggesting that further optimization, especially in fabrication 
techniques and starting solution purification, is still necessary to fully realize the potential of the 
underlying material, due to the high sensitivity of such properties to inconspicuous physical 
changes. 
Finally, we note that although the results presented here had a spatial resolution of approximately 
10 μm and total area of 2 x 2 mm, our initial study was a proof-of-concept test of a configurable 
system and method that could potentially have much higher capabilities with the addition of more 
advanced optical and electrical testing accessories. With slight modifications, the system could be 
configured to measure a wide range of additional optoelectronic properties, including 
electroluminescence, electronic trap state densities, radiative recombination rates, and so on. 
Additionally, our system is capable of producing the large data sets required to build a training 
library for input into machine learning algorithms, as evidenced by the preliminary statistical 
clustering analysis demonstrated here. Future work will involve using machine learning 
techniques on the data produced by our scanning method to further probe the physical origins of 
phenomena such as open circuit voltage loss and electronic trap states in optoelectronic films.  
Supporting Information 
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the authors. 
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Abstract 
The morphology, chemical composition and electronic uniformity of thin-film solution-processed 
optoelectronics are believed to greatly affect device performance and stability. Although scanning 
probe microscopies can address variations on the micron scale, the field of view is still limited to 
well-under the typical device area, as well as the size of extrinsic defects introduced during 
fabrication.  Here, we demonstrate a micron-resolution 2D characterization method with 
millimeter-scale field of view which simultaneously collects photoluminescence spectra, 
photocurrent transients and photovoltage transients. We use this high-resolution morphology 
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mapping to quantify the distribution and strength of the local variation of optoelectronic 
properties in colloidal quantum dot solar cells due to film defects, physical damage and 
contaminants across nearly the entire test device area, and the extent to which these variations 
account for overall performance losses. We find that macroscopic defects have effects that are 
confined to their localized areas, rarely prove fatal for device performance, and are largely not 
responsible for device shunting. Moreover, we show how quantitative analysis based on statistical 
partitioning methods of such data can be used to automate defect identification while identifying 
variations in underlying properties such as mobilities and recombination strengths and the 
mechanisms by which they govern device behavior.   
Introduction 
Considerable attention has been devoted to solution-processed thin film solar cells based on 
perovskites[1–3], colloidal quantum dots (CQDs)[4–6] and organic materials[7–9] in recent years, due 
to their low fabrication and materials costs, lightweight and flexible nature, and potential for new 
applications. As a result, these technologies have experienced improvements in device 
performance, parameter control, cost-effective production methods, and stability, either via 
physical and chemical engineering down to the molecular and atomic scales, or via development 
of new growth and fabrication methods.  
Usually, the efficacy of a new growth or fabrication method is tested and verified through a series 
of measurement performed on devices that are assumed to be uniform in all relevant physical 
parameters (chemical composition, electronic properties, layer thicknesses, etc.), and can be 
categorized by a defined set of parameters under investigation such as transport layer thickness, 
deposition solution concentration, annealing temperature, and so on. The optoelectronic 
properties measured are therefore regarded as a statistical average of similar portions of the active 
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device area. This procedure is sufficient if the device under investigation has a narrow distribution 
for most of the critical physical properties which can, in theory, be guaranteed by careful control 
during a robust deposition process. However, due to the nature of solution-processing techniques, 
micron-scale defects with dimensions greater than the entire thickness of the structure, or lateral 
defects appearing as “streaks” or “ripples” are often observed by eye, with areas that may comprise 
only a small portion of, but extend across the entire, device active area (Figure 1c). Another 
potential source of compositional variation is caused by uneven dispersion of the material 
solutions during deposition which can manifest as color variations in the final film.  
These various sources of inhomogeneity are associated with important but unanswered questions, 
including: what is the magnitude of the direct negative effects, if any, of inhomogeneity on device 
performance metrics, and do the interactions of defective areas with “normal” or non-defect film 
regions cause further decreases in performance? Relatedly, although it is logical to expect a better 
performance from a sample that is visually uniform than from one with visible defects and 
inhomogeneity, experimental results suggest that this may not always be the case. The question of 
if intrinsic nano- and micro-scale physical and/or electronic variation in the device, such as the 
much-studied effects of charge carrier traps[10–13], are more important than the negative effects 
from larger-scale faulty areas caused by accidental damage introduced during the fabrication or 
testing processes remains unaddressed. 
These questions have been partly examined by scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 
measurements[14–21], which can be used to visualize nearly molecular-scale morphological 
inhomogeneities in the active film and compared with conductivity, photocurrent, and work 
function mappings of the film with the same high resolution. For example, conductive-atomic force 
microscopy (cAFM) has been very successful in revealing the strong photocurrent variation 
associated with polycrystalline domains and grain boundaries[15–17], and AFM-IR has been used to 
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 4 
measure spatial absorption inhomogeneity caused by compositional variations that can be 
eliminated by annealing[22,23]. Nonetheless, most SPM methods involve fundamental trade-offs 
between total field of view (FOV) and spatial resolution, and consequently, the mapping is usually 
restricted to less than 10 × 10 𝜇𝑚 in area. Even if multiple measurements are stitched together, 
profiling a small device area of cm2 in extent is extremely impractical. Moreover, the visible defects 
accidentally introduced during fabrication such as dust, agglomerates precipitated during 
solution-processing, and scratches from transfer and testing, usually have dimensions of up to 0.1 
mm. These areas are too large to sample using SPM measurements, and, consequently, their 
properties and effects cannot be probed. In addition, we found that the optoelectronic behaviors 
of devices can have considerable spatial variations on scales larger than 0.1 mm, even if their 
topological profiles, as measured by SPM, are “smooth” across multiple-micron-scale regions, 
meaning these variations cannot be studied using submicron-scale SPM.  
There are a few recent reports of large-area (~ cm2) characterization methods using infrared 
camera imaging that extract thin film optoelectronic device parameters such as quasi-Fermi level 
splitting, carrier mobilities, and carrier lifetimes, based on spectrally-resolved photoluminescence 
(PL)[19] or frequency-dependent photo-response obtained from homodyne and heterodyne lock-in 
carrierographies[24,25]. However, the practical spatial resolution of such methods is limited by the 
camera capabilities, and, compared with scanning optical microscopy, diffraction-limit resolution 
is hard to achieve due to the nature of large-FOV optics. Moreover, such methods are highly reliant 
on the specific carrier physics model used to extract large numbers of parameters, which can result 
in large uncertainties and a lack of straightforward physical interpretations that can be used to 
intuitively predict and assess the qualitative behaviors of the devices during measurements.   
A high-resolution 2D method for mapping optoelectronic properties that can bridge the gap 
between submicron-scale SPM and millimeter-to-centimeter-scale practical device areas is 
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 5 
therefore a critical need for answering questions about the effects of macro-scale defects on device 
performance. This method should provide straightforward and self-contained measurements that 
can both be interpreted both separately and combined to derive more complicated parameters and, 
ideally, require minimal costly advanced instrumentation. As a solution, we developed a system in 
which the resolution is configurable, with the limit set by the focusing of the excitation optics and 
the step-size of a scanning stage down to <1 micron, rather than the radius of an SPM tip or the 
resolution of a camera. Our system can therefore generate mappings of either partial or full devices 
over large areas by scanning the excitation over the active area and simultaneously measuring 
multiple optoelectronic properties of interest. Here, we use this system to measure data collected 
from lead sulfide (PbS) CQD solar cells and use it to analyze the effects of localized macro-scale 
defects on device properties.  
Experiment Configuration 
Our system consists almost entirely of off-the-shelf components already present in most 
optoelectronics labs, as opposed to costly or custom instrumentation. We use a focused pulsed 
laser as the excitation source to probe an optoelectronic device mounted on x-y-z translation 
stages driven by DC motors with sub-micron resolution and centimeter travel ranges. A diagram 
of the experiment setup is shown in Figure 1a. A laser beam is collimated and focused onto the 
sample plane by an infinite-conjugate aspheric lens with an effective focal length (EFL) of 8.0 mm. 
The photoluminescence (PL) signal is then collected by the same objective lens, collimated, 
directed back through a dichroic mirror, and coupled into a multi-mode optical fiber to be analyzed 
by a fiber-coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics NIRQuest512).  
For collection of photocurrent and photovoltage responses, the sample is electrically connected by 
micro-probes to an oscilloscope for transient measurements. A source-meter (Keithley 2400) 
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provides biases, steady-state current-voltage measurements, and shunt resistance, if needed. The 
laser signal is modulated using a function generator with a square wave output of 100-10,000 Hz. 
The modulation frequency is chosen so that the photovoltage and photocurrent transients 
responses have time to recovered in between excitations, while allowing the fastest possible 
sampling rate. The translation stage is programmed to move along a 2D grid with pre-set step sizes 
and dwells at each step, so that PL and electrical measurements can be collected. The resolution 
and range of the system can be varied by using different translation stages, making our system 
adaptable to a wide range of length scales.  
The system is capable of synchronous and aligned measurement of PL spectra, transient 
photocurrent and photovoltage responses, full current-voltage curves, and other optical and 
electronic characteristics that can be probed through optical and/or electronic excitation and 
collection. The focused nature of the laser beam sets the excitation area in the sample to smaller 
than a few microns. Photogenerated carriers in PbS CQD solar cells migrate primarily in the vertical 
direction, due to the sub-micron diffusion lengths[13,26] in PbS CQD films, guaranteeing that the 
electrical response is also collected from within the resolution range set by the excitation area. The 
confocal nature of the collection mechanism further improves the resolution of the PL mapping.  
Once the 2D mappings of the device area are obtained, other critical parameters can be extracted 
from fits to the data such as PL peak intensity and width, photocurrent and photovoltage 
magnitudes and decay times, and carrier mobilities. Combined with thickness profiles, we obtained 
clear images of morphological defect regions and their effects on optoelectronic properties, as well 
as the variation of optoelectronic properties within non-defect regions. By simultaneously 
measuring multiple properties, we were able to elucidate the correlations and interactions 
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 7 
between such properties, and thus provide insights into the fundamental carrier dynamics that 
drive and modulate the devices. Additionally, to understand the extent to which a certain defective 
Figure 1 a) Diagram of the multi-modal measurement and data collection system. b) AFM image of 
a 3 × 3 𝜇𝑚2 area of the surface of one of the CQD photovoltaic devices measured, showing a root-
mean-square average local roughness of 2.6 nm. c) Left: Photograph of two of the device active 
areas reported here, defined by circular top contacts of 2.4 mm in diameter, taken through the 
glass substrate (“back”). The device indicated by the orange rectangle is the subject of Figures 2, 3 
and 4 (Device 1), and the device indicated by the green rectangle is the subject of Figure 5 (Device 
2). Right: Photograph of the full substrate containing nine devices taken from the gold side 
(“front”).  d) Diagram of the full device architecture: ITO is the indium tin oxide transparent 
contact, ZnO is the zinc oxide electron transport layer, PbS-I2 / TBAI QD is the PbI2 or TBAI-ligated 
absorbing PbS quantum dot layer, PbS-EDT QD is the ethanedithiol-ligated PbS quantum dot hole 
transport layer, and Au is the gold top contact.  
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 8 
region affects the surroundings and the overall device performance, we artificially introduced a 
continuous large-scale faulty area by subjecting the CQD film to high intensity laser illumination, 
resulting in probable CQD ligand loss and fusion. We then quantified the effects on device metrics 
from both artificial and “natural” defects and compared their properties. 
zzzThe step size in our CQD solar cell experiments was set to 10-50 𝜇𝑚 based on the required 
resolution and scanning time, and the number of grid points was set to 103-104, corresponding to 
complete image sizes as large as 2 × 2 𝑚𝑚2, covering a substantial fraction of a single solar cell 
device (typical area of ~3-5 mm2). Higher resolution and image sizes are also achievable as long as 
sufficient collection time is allowed. The single-point exposure and collection times for different 
types of measurements are summarized in Table S1. For the PL measurements, we collected a 
spectrum covering 1100 nm to 1700 nm in wavelength for each point, which was then fit to a dual-
Gaussian distribution to account for emission from both the core and secondary states[27,28]. As a 
result, PL peak intensity, peak width and integrated peak intensity are generated for the core 
emission and secondary emission states at each film location. The photocurrent transient signals 
are captured by applying a zero or reverse bias to the device, creating voltage signals across the 
shunt resistor which are then processed by the oscilloscope. The data consists of time curves, from 
which the magnitudes and the time constants of the exponential decays can be extracted from fits. 
To collect photovoltage signals, we set the open circuit voltage (VOC) of the device by applying a 
constant laser excitation background and a modulated pulsed component that creates an 
approximately 100 mV additional signal. The photovoltage data is collected by connecting the 
device to the oscilloscope in an open circuit configuration. The data is then processed to produce 
2D maps of both background photovoltage (V) and pulsed photovoltage (ΔV) magnitudes, as well 
as the pulsed photovoltage decay time constant. 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
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 9 
We illustrate our spatial measurement method on CQD solar cells employing the current standard 
device architectures in the field[4,5]. Briefly, the structure consists of a transparent indium tin oxide 
(ITO) electrode coated on a glass substrate, a spin-cast ZnO electron transport layer, a solution-
phase exchanged PbI2 or solid-state exchanged tetrabutylammonium iodide (TBAI)-treated PbS 
CQD active layer, an ethanedithiol (EDT)-treated PbS CQD hole transport layer, and an evaporated 
Au electrode. A device photograph taken through the transparent glass is shown in Figure 1c, and 
a diagram of the device structure is shown in Figure 1d. Measurements of the two devices indicated 
by colored rectangles in the photograph are described in the following sections. All measurements 
were conducted in air, due to the excellent air-stability demonstrated by the devices of interest, 
although a nitrogen-flow environment could be incorporated into the system, if necessary.  
Figure 2 shows the results of PL mapping of the device in the orange square of Figure 1c (Device 1, 
TBAI-PbS). This particular device was employed because it has a surface profile with more 
topological variations than a typical device in order to demonstrate the effects on device behavior 
of a variety of defect types. The color scale of the PL map in Figure 2a denotes the peak intensity of 
the core emission state, determined from fitting the spectrum at each point, as described in the 
previous section. Two example PL spectra corresponding to two different locations in the image 
are shown in Figure 2b. The location with lower PL intensity has a dramatically red-shifted and 
slightly broadened PL spectrum compared to a typical location in the map, which is posited to 
result from CQD fusion due to excessive heating or ablation from the focused laser beam. Defects 
of this type can be identified in the mapping of the secondary PL peak intensity and are associated 
with large-intensity longer-wavelength peaks in the dual-Gaussian fitting, as shown in Figure 2b.  
In order to account for differences in PL intensity due purely to differences in film thickness, we 
measured the height of the same device area using 3D scanning confocal microscopy. The original 
height map contains several spikes of much greater height than the majority of the sampled area, 
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potentially associated with CQD aggregates deposited during the film fabrication process, which 
limited the visual dynamic range of the height map. We therefore chose to compare the PL intensity 
map with the relative emissivity derived from height map. PL intensity is a function of the 
emissivity and the PL quantum yield (PLQY) of the thin film. If we first treat the PLQY and 
absorption coefficient as effective averages over the entire sampled area, we can obtain the relative 
emissivity mapping of the CQD film from the height map, which is given by −𝐶e−𝛼ℎ, where 𝛼 is the 
average absorption coefficient of the PbS CQD film at the excitation wavelength, h is the sample 
height, and C is a constant that accounts for the offset of the thickness from zero and other factors. 
The differences in the relative emissivity map are therefore a measure of the contributions to the 
PL that originate only from thickness variation. The result is shown in Figure 2d, and it suggests a 
strong correlation between emissivity and PL core peak intensity, implying that most of the strong 
variation in the PL is caused by the variations in the thickness of the CQD film. On the other hand, 
subtle deviations from this correlation can reveal different properties of the underlying areas. For 
example, the highest amplitude regions in the emissivity mapping (saturated in color) have the 
strongest PL intensities, but their contrast with the surrounding areas is not as large in the PL map 
as in the emissivity map. This suggests that these anomalous thick spots have lower PLQY, possibly 
due to agglomeration and increased CQD size variation. 
Another region with lower PL intensity than expected from its emissivity is circled and labeled 
Region “A” in Figure 2a.  This region is smooth on a local scale, with roughness on the order of 2.6 
nm rms, as measured via AFM for a small typical device area (Figure 1b). The lower PLQY here is 
potentially associated with efficient exciton dissociation and higher carrier mobilities, as opposed 
to defects resulting from CQD fusion, for which additional evidence can be found in the 
photocurrent and photovoltage maps shown in Figure 2. The region labeled “B” located at the 
bottom right corner of Figure 2a has higher PL intensity than expected from its emissivity, which 
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could potentially result from a higher absorption rate and anomalous non-radiative recombination 
properties, as will be discussed later.  
Another important factor that could result in PL intensities that deviate from the emissivity 
estimates is the effect of multi-layer thin-thin film interference (Fabry-Perot) effects. Our device 
Figure 2 a) Peak intensity map of the PL core state emission. The properties of regions A and B are 
described in the text. b) PL spectra from two example locations marked with crosses in panel a. c) 
Peak intensity map of the secondary PL peak emission. Defects caused by intentional laser heating 
appear as spots with warmer colors and are indicated by triangles. d) Relative emissivity map of 
the same area as in panel a.  
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structure consists of a stack of thin films (Figure 1d) with thicknesses on the order of the optical 
wavelengths of interest and long-scale thickness variations of approximately 10-20 nm, as 
commonly measured by cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy. We calculated the effect 
that thickness variations of this scale should have on the active layer absorption using the Transfer 
matrix method (TMM)[29,30] and show the results in Figure S1. We found that the wavelength-
dependent absorptivity of the active layer can vary by up to 20% at the laser excitation 
wavelengths (450-650 nm) used in our experiments. Interference effects can therefore be 
responsible for similar-scale variations in photo-induced responses such as photocurrents and 
photovoltages. 
Photocurrent and photovoltage measurement results from the same device are summarized in 
Figure 3. The results proved to be stable under repetitive measurements over hours-long intervals, 
and the integration time only affects the signal-to-noise ratio (Figure S2). Spatial alignment 
between the maps is guaranteed by the simultaneous collection of all measurements at each point. 
Photocurrent and photovoltage are excited using square wave laser modulation of 2-10 kHz and 
0.5 to 5 kHz, respectively. Figure 3a shows a map of the amplitude of the transient photocurrent at 
short circuit conditions, and Figure 3b shows a map of the time constant extracted from the same 
measurement. The spatial variation in the photocurrent amplitude can be larger than 30% of its 
mean value, even within the regions that are relatively flat and smooth as measured by their PL 
intensity and emissivity mapping. This suggests that factors other than the presence of 
macroscopic film defects, such as energy band alignment, recombination center density, and thin 
film interference effects can vary widely across the device and affect current extraction capabilities, 
even in a film that appears morphologically uniform. Figure 3d shows a histogram of the 
photocurrent amplitudes from the entire scanned area, indicating that device current could 
theoretically be improved by at least 10% if the entire device had the average intrinsic film quality 
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of the highest photocurrent regions (Regions A and B in Figure 3a). This improvement could be 
even greater if the local variance in the photocurrent was reduced. 
An example photocurrent trace for a specific point is shown in Figure 3c. The time signal can be 
well fit to a single exponential function to yield a time constant, which is closely related to the 
transit time, 𝜏, of photogenerated carriers across the entire device. We verified that the RC time 
Figure 3 Simultaneous photocurrent and photovoltage mapping of a CQD solar cell device (Device 
1). Regions A and B indicate the same locations as in Figure 2.  a) Photocurrent amplitude map. b) 
Electronic transit time map derived from the time decay of the photocurrent. c) Representative 
photocurrent time trace from a single measurement point fit to a single exponential function. d) 
Histogram of photocurrent amplitudes of the entire area shown in a. The mean photocurrent of 
Areas A and B is also indicated.  e) Background photovoltage map. f) Pulsed photovoltage map (ΔV). 
g) Pulsed photovoltage decay time, extracted from an exponential fit. 
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constant[31] associated with the parasitic capacitance of the devices as well as the external 
resistance, is much smaller (Figure S3) than the time scale being investigated, so it should not 
interfere with the transient measurements. We also tested the effect of introducing a constant 
background (DC) white light bias to our devices during photocurrent transient measurements 
(Figure S4). The spatial distributions of the current component from excitation with the laser only and 
with both the laser and DC white light bias are similar. However, the current component from the laser 
excitation in the presence of the white light bias is smaller overall than in the case without the bias. This 
indicates the presence of a potential photocurrent saturation effect under higher background illumination 
intensities. Comparison of the two maps can also enable the identification of regions that out-perform 
(for example, area B marked in Figure S4) or under-perform (area A marked in Figure S4) in terms of 
current generation compared to the surrounding areas.  
By extracting transit times at different reverse biases, we can calculate the carrier mobility, 𝜇 ,  
using the relation: 
𝑑2
𝜏
= 𝜇(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑏𝑖), where d is the device thickness, V is the applied bias, and Vbi is 
the built-in potential.  The transit time map in Figure 3b is much noisier than the photocurrent 
amplitude map, due to the uncertainty in the fits of the time traces. Nonetheless, differences across 
the sample can still be discerned; for example, a vertical strip on the left side of the image has faster 
transit times than the sample average. This area also displays high average photocurrent, labeled 
in Figure 3a, implying that slightly faster (~10%) carrier extraction may increase photocarrier 
collection at a superlinear rate (~20-30%). We also probed spatial variations in photocurrent 
collection by using the assumption of complete carrier extraction at sufficient reverse bias to 
produce internal quantum efficiency (IQE) maps at short circuit (Figure S6).  
The photovoltage amplitude measurements are divided into two different components, a 
“background” voltage generated by a constant laser bias and a “pulsed” component due to the 
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addition of a modulated laser pulse on top of the background bias. Maps of the two components 
are shown in Figure 3e and f, respectively. Figure 3f shows the decay time constant of the pulsed 
photovoltage, extracted in the same manner as the transit time in the photocurrent measurements. 
Higher regions in the background photovoltage maps coincide with regions of higher photocurrent 
as would be expected from the relationship 𝑉𝑂𝐶 ∝ 𝑘𝑇 ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
, where 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 is the photogenerated 
current density and 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) is the recombination current density at zero bias. This observation 
does not contradict the well-accepted trade-off between short circuit current density (𝐽𝑆𝐶) and 𝑉𝑂𝐶 
for CQD solar cells with increasing thickness of the active layer beyond some optimum, in which 
𝐽𝑆𝐶  is improved due to increased total absorption that also induces higher recombination current 
that can outpace increases in 𝐽𝑆𝐶 . In the case highlighted in Figure 3a, the high 𝐽𝑆𝐶  of the two 
example regions is likely due to better carrier extraction or higher absorption rates associated with  
lower average 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 or higher average 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 that can benefit both 𝐽𝑆𝐶  and 𝑉𝑂𝐶.  The effect is not due to 
large average film thickness, as confirmed by the PL and height maps.  
Comparisons between the background and pulsed photovoltage maps reveal an interesting effect: 
the regions with high background photovoltage are almost always associated with lower pulsed 
photovoltage. This trend is not affected by the magnitude of the constant background laser 
excitation (or the overall VOC magnitude) for a given device. Here we propose some possible origins 
of this 𝑉𝑂𝐶  saturation effect at higher excitation levels. Consider the simple case, where the 
recombination current 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 and open circuit voltage 𝑉𝑂𝐶 is determined by 
 
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) exp(
𝑞𝑉
𝑛𝑘𝑇
) 
Equation (1) 
 
𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
 
Equation (2) 
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where  𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛  is the carrier generation current and is only dependent on the absorption of the 
material and the thickness of the active layer and is strictly proportional to the incident photon 
flux. Suppose that during the pulsed excitation, the total incident photon flux is 1+c of the 
background, then we have 
 and Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶  should be independent of 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛, 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 , or 𝑉𝑂𝐶  themselves. The fact that our observations 
diverge from this behavior implies that the carrier recombination must be increasing faster in the 
regions with higher 𝑉𝑂𝐶, or faster across the device overall, than predicted by a single exponential 
relationship at higher applied biases relative to the case at lower biases.  Several hypotheses for 
the origins of this behavior include (1) regions with differing values of VOC have different dominant 
recombination types, which can be quantified as different ideality factors (n) in the expression 
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) exp(𝑞𝑉 𝑛𝑘𝑇⁄ ), so that although lower values of 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0𝑉) in certain regions  lead to 
higher VOC in those regions, the increment, ΔVOC, with additional JGen is actually smaller when 
radiative recombination processes are dominant (n=1) than when Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination processes are dominant (n=2). This is a common characteristic of higher-quality 
optoelectronic films. Another possibility is that (2) given the larger quasi-Fermi-level splitting in 
all areas with higher JGen, the occurrence of multi-exciton recombination events with rates that 
depend on higher powers of the product of carrier concentrations - such as Auger recombination 
and bi-exciton radiative recombination - are greatly increased, resulting in smaller Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 needed to 
compensate the additional JGen. Moreover, there could be (3) an energy-dependent trap state 
density distribution that leads to a varying numbers of activated trap states available for 
recombination under different quasi-Fermi-level splittings. This effect could cause a faster or 
 
Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
(ln
(1 + 𝑐)𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
− ln
𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛
𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V)
) =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞
ln(1 + 𝑐) Equation (3) 
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slower growth in JRec, which could either aggravate the VOC saturation effect in addition to (1) and 
(2), or alleviate it, depending on the exact trap state distribution and VOC regime.   
We note that the Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 generated in region B is lower than that in region A. Given that both areas 
have comparable photocurrents and background photovoltages, one possible explanation is that 
region B has higher 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 due to a higher absorption rate, and therefore higher 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V) that limits 
𝐽𝑆𝐶  as 𝐽𝑆𝐶 = 𝐽𝐺𝑒𝑛 − 𝐽𝑅𝑒𝑐(0V). In this case, region B has higher carrier concentration and a higher 
recombination rate than region A at a certain 𝑉𝑂𝐶, which causes it to approach 𝑉𝑂𝐶  saturation faster 
and results in lower Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶. Moreover, the JRec (0V) can be considered as a measure of the magnitude 
of the recombination rate associated with carrier accumulation caused by strong illumination and 
can be estimated by taking the derivative of the photocurrent with respect to voltage, which is the 
shunt conductance. We show a shunt conductance map for a test device produced by measuring I-
V curves near zero bias in Figure S5. 
A spatial map of the Δ𝑉𝑂𝐶 time decay is shown in Figure 3g. The time constant associated with this 
process is usually taken as an indicator of recombination lifetime [32–34]. Compared with the 
background 𝑉𝑂𝐶  map in Figure 3e, the regions with faster recombination coincide closely with 
those of higher background 𝑉𝑂𝐶 . This observation is in accordance with the voltage saturation 
explained above, as an increased quasi-Fermi level splitting can accelerate recombination by either 
increasing the incidence of processes that depend on carrier concentration or by activating the 
large shallow trap state densities closer to the band edges. We note that region B has a similar 
recombination lifetime as region A, which implies that the higher recombination rate associated 
with B is not necessarily due to higher trap state densities but is more likely caused by the overall 
higher carrier concentration in this region. In general, 𝑅 ∝
1
𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐
× 𝑛, where R is the recombination 
rate, 𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐  is the recombination lifetime, n is the carrier concentration, and 𝜏𝑅𝑒𝑐  could be 
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concentration-dependent depending on the dominant type of recombination. We also note that our 
method is capable of determining parameters such as the spatial variations in the open circuit 
voltage deficit by relating the PL and 𝑉𝑂𝐶  (Figure S6). 
As Figure 3 illustrates, the full device area contains several regions that differ significantly in their 
optoelectronic properties. These regions are of 0.1-1 mm in extent, and the entire device area can 
be simply partitioned into a set of these regions. In the previous discussion, we manually identified 
two unique regions (A and B) and associated their PL, transient photovoltage and transient 
photocurrent behaviors with their underlying physical properties. In order for our method to be 
implemented as part of a large-scale characterization protocol, it will ultimately be necessary to 
automate the process of defect identification and classification. Therefore, as a next step, we sought 
a more automated method to identify and classify spatial regions based on analysis of multiple 2D 
maps. We used k-means clustering, a standard statistical partitioning method commonly employed 
by machine learning algorithms, for this purpose[32,33]. This method treats the observations as n 
points in a p-dimensional space and partitions all points into k clusters such that that each point 
lies in the cluster with the nearest mean, or equivalently, the smallest variance in distances. In our 
implementation, we have a set of observations with n equal to the total number of measurement 
points in the 2D maps, each containing p measured quantities such as PL, transient photovoltage 
and transient photocurrent amplitudes and time constants. We use the k-means method to group 
all n points into k clusters, within which the points can be considered to have the most similar 
optoelectronic properties. Depending on the choice of k, we can thus automatically classify large 
or small regions by their properties. 
Here we use transient photocurrent amplitude, background photovoltage amplitude and pulsed 
photovoltage amplitude to construct a 3-dimensional space (p = 3). A normalization factor is 
applied in our model to compensate for the dissimilar units and orders of magnitude among the 
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three quantities. Our clustered map results are shown in Figure 4. We first applied the k-means 
method individually to the background photovoltage (Fig. 4a) and pulsed photovoltage (Fig. 4b) 
Figure 4 Voltage and current maps with the k-means clustering results for Device 1. a) Clustered 
map of background photovoltage amplitude (k=4, p = 1). b) Clustered map of pulsed photovoltage 
amplitude (k=4, p = 1). In (a) and (b), different clusters are ordered and color-labeled based on 
the magnitudes of VOC and ΔVOC within each cluster. c) Clustered map of both background and 
pulsed photovoltage amplitudes (k=5, p = 2). The defect region is indicated with a red contour. d) 
Clustered map of photocurrent, background photovoltage, and pulsed photovoltage amplitudes 
(k=5, p = 3). In (c) and (d), the clusters are colored in a manner that approximately associates 
higher-performing areas with lighter (more yellow) colors. Due to the multi-dimensionality of the 
data and the semi-arbitrary number of clusters imposed, there is no exact quantitative association 
between the cluster number and film performance.  
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observations such that both were treated as 1-dimensional spaces. We set the total number of 
clusters (k) to 6. The clustered maps show a clear resemblance to the maps of the full parameters. 
Figure 4c shows the results of clustering both background and pulsed photovoltage amplitude as 
a 2-dimensional dataset (p = 2). Here, most areas display a similar pattern as in the k = 1 maps, 
with the notable exception of a distinct central region (in dark blue). This region displays both low 
background voltage and low pulsed photovoltage amplitude, and was intentionally created by 
excessive laser heating and ablation. The defective region at the same location is also identified in 
Figure 2c.  
Figure 4d shows the results of clustering both photovoltages and photocurrent amplitudes as a 3-
dimensional dataset (p = 3). As parameters are added to the clustered space, the maps become 
richer in features, and associations between the different variables are revealed. Specifically, the 
most inferior regions in terms of overall photocurrent and photovoltage generation are identified 
with bluer colors, while regions of higher quality are yellow and orange in color. This analysis is 
the first step in building an automatic defect identification protocol, in which device regions with 
specific properties as classified by their cluster type and could potentially be flagged for either 
electronic isolation or repair.  Additionally, this analysis can form the basis of a training dataset for 
machine learning algorithms to potentially uncover additional correlations and discover new 
nanoscale physics. 
In order to test the significance of our findings and interrogate device-to-device variations, we 
applied the characterization method to another device (Device 2, TBAI-PbS) with the same solar 
cell materials architecture and found that, despite having similar macroscopic figures of merits (JSC, 
VOC, PCE), the spatial variation of properties can be notably different across similar-performing 
devices. In Figure 5a-d, we show 2D maps of core state PL intensity, photovoltages and 
photocurrent magnitudes. The maps reveal that Device 2 has slightly less spatial variation in its 
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optoelectronic properties than to Device 1. The scanned area of Device 2 has a standard deviation 
in its photocurrent amplitude (Figure 5b) of 𝜎2 = 0.051𝜇2, where 𝜇2 is the Device 2 sample mean. 
This is a much smaller photocurrent variation than that measured for Device 1 (𝜎1 = 0.105𝜇1) and 
indicates that the effective photocurrent loss from sub-optimal regions in Device 2 is reduced by 
roughly a factor of 2 (0.105/0.051 = 2.06) compared to Device 1, given the similar distributions of 
the photocurrent histograms.  
Additional tests of uniformity were conducted on a solar cell device (Device S1) employing an 
absorbing layer with solution-phase-exchanged PbI2-based passivation that was deposited in a 
single step, rather than a layer-by-layer process. Figure S5a-b contains a short circuit current 
amplitude map and histogram for Device S1. It can be seen from the histogram that the 
photocurrent amplitude distribution is even narrower than that of Device 2 with 𝜎𝑆1 = 0.037𝜇𝑆1. 
Additionally, the difference between the mean of the “optimal” regions, marked by rectangles in 
Figure S5a and indicated by a red line in Figure S5b, and the entire sample mean is 0.03𝜇𝑆1, much 
smaller than the equivalent difference in Device 1 (Figure 3d). This evidence is further justification 
for the general trend of employing solution-phase ligand exchange methods in CQD solar cells. It 
provides an explanation for the improved device performance that the solution-phase ligand 
exchange process facilitates: this method leads to an “electronically smoother” film with less 
spatial variation in its photocurrent generation potential and therefore less impact from low-
current regions.  
Other differences can be observed in the behavior of Devices 1 and 2, as well. The apparent anti-
correlation between the background VOC and transient pulsed VOC that was observed for Device 1 
is mostly absent in Device 2, as can be seen in Figure 5c-d. Instead, most sub-regions in Device 2 
have either no significant correlation or a slight positive correlation between the background and 
pulsed VOC. Based on the previous discussion, the absence of a photovoltage saturation effect across 
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most of Device 2 indicates that the electronic trap state densities are likely distributed to favor  
non-accelerating recombination rates when VOC is increased due to higher illumination levels.  
To further investigate this behavior, we tested another PbI2–passivated device (Device S2). Device 
S2 displays evidence of an anti-correlation between the background and pulsed VOC associated with 
VOC saturation, similar to Device 1 (Figure S6a-b). In fact, the majority of the devices that we have 
tested exhibit this anti-correlation between the two VOC components, regardless of the passivation 
or fabrication method employed for the absorbing layer.  This appears to be a common feature of 
iodine-, or, more generally, halide-passivated PbS CQD films and could be due to the nature of the 
mid-gap or interface recombination processes associated with these materials. Exceptions such as 
Device 2, therefore, could provide critical insight into the fundamental origins of this behavior. 
Although these mechanisms are still under investigation, it is clear that devices in which the VOC 
increases at high rates with illumination intensity are good candidates for applications requiring 
high power output, such as concentrated PV, even if this behavior is not necessarily beneficial for 
device performance under normal operating conditions. Our method, therefore, could be used as a 
diagnostic tool for identifying promising devices and device architectures for high-power or 
concentrator applications. We summarize the observed correlations between all of the primary 
observables that we have reported on so far in Table S2, in order to provide a concise guide to the 
insights obtained by our simultaneous mapping method.  
We also produced carrier mobility maps for Device 2, based on the extraction of carrier transit 
times for a series of reverse biases. Figure 5e shows the relationship between the transit times and 
reverse biases for a random choice of points within the measurement area. The full 2D mobility 
map is shown in Figure 5f. It is marked with a purple outline to indicate that it represents a quantity 
derived from two or more direct measurements; Figures S5e and S6d are similarly marked. The 
range of measured mobilities within the map is in good agreement with hole mobilities measured 
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for CQD solar cells from previous reports [10,13,26,37] of ~10−4 cm2V−1s−1 . We measured an 
approximately 50% variation in the mobility across the device area, with no apparent correlation 
with the variation in photocurrent and photovoltage. This implies that carrier mobility is a 
relatively uniform property within a CQD film and supports the theory that it is primarily 
determined by microscopic characteristics such as ligand character and electronic trap state 
density rather than macroscopic features associated with fabrication and handling defects. 
Finally, we intentionally introduced a macroscopic defect in order to isolate the effects of a single 
macroscopic defect on device performance. Figure 5g-i show the photocurrent map and current 
density-voltage characteristics for Device 3 (PbI2-PbS), in which a square area corresponding to 
roughly 25% of the total device area was irradiated by high-intensity laser illumination. This type  
f irradiation is expected to lead to strong local heating and consequent ligand loss and CQD fusion 
Figure 5 Device 2 (a-f) and Device 3 (g-i) maps and statistics. Device 2 figures of Merits: JSC = 
20.7 mA/cm2, VOC = 0.57 V, FF = 0.53, PCE = 6.3%.  a) Core state photoluminescence intensity map. 
b) Transient photocurrent amplitude map. c) Background transient photovoltage amplitude map.  
d) Pulsed transient photovoltage amplitude map. e) Charge carrier transit time extracted from 
transient photocurrent measurements as a function of reverse bias, from 100 random points 
within the same area. f) Carrier mobility map obtained from the transient photocurrent 
measurements. g) Core state photoluminescence intensity map for a device (Device 3) that was 
intentionally damaged via high intensity laser irradiation in the upper right corner, indicated by 
the black region. h) Photocurrent amplitude map for Device 3.  i) Solar cell figures of merits for the 
entirety of Device 3 before and after the intentional laser irradiation-induced damage. Maps of 
multiple parameters (PL, ISC, VOC) for solar cells with higher initial power conversion efficiencies 
(PbI2-PbS) are shown in Figure S4-S6. 
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and oxidation. The severity of the damage can be seen by eye in the photograph in Figure 1c. The 
photocurrent generation capability is completely destroyed in the damaged area; however, it 
remains active outside of the immediate vicinity of the defective area, with almost no apparent 
transition region in between. J-V testing revealed that there was a decrease in the total device short  
circuit current proportional to the area of the damage after irradiation, with no obvious impact on 
Direct Measurement 
Modality 
Potential 
Associated 2D 
Maps 
Associated Derived 
Parameters 
Associated 
Figures in This 
Report 
Related Materials 
and Device 
Properties 
1. Steady-state photo-
luminescence (PL) 
spectra 
Primary and 
secondary peak 
intensity, width, 
wavelength 
Emissivity, PL 
quantum efficiency, 
VOC deficit (with 3) 
2a-d; 5a, g; S2 Film absorptivity, 
extent of CQD 
agglomeration or 
fusion, presence and 
distribution of 
emissive sub-
bandgap states  
2. Transient 
photocurrent 
Photocurrent 
amplitude and 
carrier transit time, 
as a function of 
light and electronic 
bias 
Carrier mobility, 
electronic trap state 
density (with 3) 
3a-d; 4d; 5b, e, f, 
h; S2; S3a; S4; 
Electronic transport 
mechanisms, carrier 
diffusion lengths, 
electronic trap state 
distribution, device 
capacitance, 
depletion width 
3. Transient 
photovoltage 
Background and 
pulsed 
photovoltage 
amplitude, pulsed 
photovoltage decay 
time, as a function 
of light bias 
Recombination 
lifetime, VOC deficit 
(with 1), electronic 
trap state density 
(with 2) 
3e-g; 4; 5c-d; 
S6a, b, d 
Electronic trap state 
distribution, 
recombination 
mechanisms, quasi-
Fermi level splitting 
and saturation 
4. Current-voltage 
characteristics 
Current as a 
function of voltage 
(including JSC, JMPP, 
VOC, VMPP), shunt 
conductance, series 
resistance, fill 
factor 
Internal quantum 
efficiency 
5i; S5 Solar cell figures of 
merit, built-in 
potential, 
recombination 
mechanisms 
 Table 1  Summary of direct measurements that can be made by our instrument with their 
associated 2D maps, potential derived parameters, associated figures in this report, and a partial 
list of related materials and device properties. 
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the overall device FF and 𝑉𝑂𝐶 . This is a promising result in terms of device robustness and implies 
that macroscopic defects of this type, if spatially confined, are not fatal for device performance.  
Further, this suggests that cases of complete device failure, manifested, for example, as high shunt 
conductance, do not originate from conducting pathways of limited area associated with defects, 
but instead are more likely due to band alignment issues arising from unfavorable film 
compositions, which can still present as morphologically smooth structures. 
We note that the measurements presented here represent only a small fraction of the capabilities 
of our system. A range of other measurements, including light-bias dependent performance, full 
current-voltage curves, VOC deficit (quasi-Fermi Level splitting), and maps of parameters related to 
quantum efficiency are contained in Supporting Information Figures S4-S6, and analyzed in the 
discussion of Figure 5. Table 1 summarizes the specific observables that we can measure using our 
method, the relationships between the measurement observables and parameters that can be 
derived from them, and the underlying device and materials properties that can be extracted from 
the measurements. We note that this is only a partial list relevant to the discussion in this report.  
Although some of the individual properties, such as photoluminescence intensity or transient 
photocurrent amplitude, can be obtained with existing methods including the ones discussed in 
the introduction, the uniqueness of our method lies in the combinations and interactions of a rich 
set of multi-dimensional data enabled by our simultaneous measurement technique. Our 
technique allows for the extraction and analysis of more advanced physical quantities, such as 2D 
carrier mobility, quantum efficiency, and, potentially, electronic trap state density. Moreover, we 
achieve a 2D resolution and range that are not accessible to other methods, allowing for the 
correlation of multiple device parameters across large areas that shed light on both micron-scale 
optoelectronic materials behavior and millimeter-scale device behavior.  We expect our method to 
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yield additional compositional and optoelectronic insights in the future due to the large variety of 
simultaneous optical and electronic measurements that our system is capable of collecting. 
Additionally, there are a number of promising analysis techniques from disparate fields concerned 
with large datasets that we plan to apply to our multi-modal data. These include recursive 
partitioning methods such as the “random forest” approach[38] that have been used for prediction, 
classification and correlation assessment in multiple scientific fields,[39] as well as regression, 
cross-correlation, and supervised learning algorithms.[40] 
Conclusions 
We demonstrated a multi-modal spatial mapping system for optoelectronic material properties 
and used it to investigate local defects in PbS CQD photovoltaic thin films and their effect on device 
behavior.  Although the hardware requirements of our system are minimal, the method produces 
rich, correlated, and spatially-resolved information on photoluminescence, transient photocurrent, 
and transient photovoltage, along with derived properties such as carrier lifetimes and mobilities. 
Here, we analyzed the correlations between these measurements to gain both qualitative and 
quantitative understanding of the interplay between film absorption, carrier density and 
recombination strength. We generated a carrier mobility map based on transient photocurrent 
measurements, which revealed that average mobility across large areas, specifically, is unaffected 
by complicated spatial variations in other macroscopic properties, and, therefore, that strategies 
to increase mobility should focus on microscopic engineering of the nanoparticle films.  
In addition, by analyzing both random and intentionally-introduced film variations, we found that 
the morphological defects introduced during the CQD film fabrication process have an impact that 
is limited to their close vicinity, and, therefore, are not fatal for device performance. These findings 
validate the common strategy of using characterization techniques that essentially average over 
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the entire area of a device. We also provide evidence that device failures, which are usually 
ascribed to localized electronic shunt pathways, are more likely the result of microscale electronic 
variations in parameters such as energy band alignments. On the other hand, we found large spatial 
variations in critical device properties such as photocurrent density in areas where other 
properties appear uniform, suggesting that further optimization, especially in fabrication 
techniques and starting solution purification, is still necessary to fully realize the potential of the 
underlying material, due to the high sensitivity of such properties to inconspicuous physical 
changes. 
Finally, we note that although the results presented here had a spatial resolution of approximately 
10 μm and total area of 2 x 2 mm, our initial study was a proof-of-concept test of a configurable 
system and method that could potentially have much higher capabilities with the addition of more 
advanced optical and electrical testing accessories. With slight modifications, the system could be 
configured to measure a wide range of additional optoelectronic properties, including 
electroluminescence, electronic trap state densities, radiative recombination rates, and so on. 
Additionally, our system is capable of producing the large data sets required to build a training 
library for input into machine learning algorithms, as evidenced by the preliminary statistical 
clustering analysis demonstrated here. Future work will involve using machine learning 
techniques on the data produced by our scanning method to further probe the physical origins of 
phenomena such as open circuit voltage loss and electronic trap states in optoelectronic films.  
Supporting Information 
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the authors. 
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